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1. Introduction

The study of fabrication of waveguide structures

has recently become very important for making optical

&vices such as wavegui&-type optical switches. r) Such

wavegui&s are usually fabricated by lithography, etching

and regrowth. Therefore, the resultant geometrical

imperfections such as surfacefluctuations of the sidewall in

a ridge+ype waveguide cause a scattering loss. In particular,

the effect of scattering loss arising from sidewall roughness

becomes serious as widh is refuced Thus, to estimate

transmission loss, it is necessary to evaluate si&wall

roughness of the waveguide. Here, we report the first direct

measurement of such si&wall roughness using an atomic

force microscope (AFM) that is combinedwith ascanning

electron microscope (SEM).

2. Experimental

Two types of samples were measured The first

had a ridge-type wavegui& structure fabricated from the

GaAs/AlGaAs epita,rial layer by EB lithography and

subsequent wet chemicaletching. TheEB lithography was

carried out with an ERIONIX ELS-3700 EB exposure

system with acceleration voltage of 30kV. The waveguide

structures were aligned in the [0] l] direction to obtain a

mesa structure. The second sample was prepared by

rcgrowth of the 2.45-pm GaAs/AlGaAs layer on the as-

etchedridge structure fabricatedby the above procedure. The

regrowth was performed by metal organic vapor phase

PC‐ 7‐6

epitaxy (MOVPE). The growth temperature was 700C

andthe growth pressurc was 150 ton. The topography of

the wavegui& si&wall was observed by a TopoMetrix

TMX 2000 system. TheAFM observer unit wasmounted

in the specimen chamber of the SEM, which enableSEM

observation drring AFM mqnurements. The mechanism

for slanting the sample to make the si&wall close to

horizontal was also introfuced, as shown in Fig. l. We

adjusted the position of the tip on sidewall while observing

SEM images. The scanning area was 2.3 pm square and

vertical range was 0.87 pm.

3. Results and discussion

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show AFM images of the

as-etched fint sample and regrowr second sample,

respectively. In these figure, the y a,xis show the [001]

direction andthe x axis shows the normal direction to they

axis along the side-wall surfaoe. It is clearly seen that

smooth surface becamerough through regrowth. Note that

the vertical scale is differentbetweenFig . Z(a)andFig. 2(b).

The amplitude of the surface roughness of the rcgrown

second sample is 6 times larger than that of the as-etched

first sample.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show power spectral

&nsities defined.-as the square magnitu& of the Fourier

transformation ofthe surfaceprofiles shownin Fig.2. For

the as-etched first sample, as seen in Fig. 3(a), there is no

signific ant difference in the power spectral density between
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thex andy directions. Furthermore the spectral &nsity in

both directions decrease with increase in spatial frequency.

On the other han{ it can be seen from Fig, 3(b) that the

spectral density function for the y direction has a noticeable

peak around a spatial frequency of 2.2 pm-'. This shows

that roughness on the sidewall arising from MOVPE

regrowth had a periodical structure with an amplitu& as

large as l50nm along y direction.

The scattering loss caused by the surface

roughness can be evaluated grantitatively by using the

obtained power spectral density.2) The scattering loss of ttre

light wave was theoretically studied by Lacey andPayne in

connection with the wavegui&s si&wall roughness3).

Here we focused ourattention to the scattering loss forthe

wavelength of 1.5pm because of its importance in for

conventional optical transmission applications. It is

assumed thatthe corerefractiveindex is that of GaAs(3.38

for l.5pm) and core widh is 1pm for simplicity. The

cladding refractive in&x is fixed to be 1.0 (air). The

&termined scattering loss by the as-etched sidewall

roughness is 0.03 dB/cm. Furthermore, a periodic surface

fluctuation along the wavegui& which appears after the

regrowth gives the scatteringloss 16 times largerthan that

of the corresponding as-etched surface.

4. Summary

Direct measurement of si&wall roughness on

ridge-type GaAs waveguides was achieved with an AFM for

the fint time. SEM observation d.rring the measurement

and the use of a slanting mechanism enabled this

measurement. The observed power spectral density can be

used to estimate the scattering loss caused by the si&wall

roughness. Thus this technique makes it possible to

directly observe the si&wall roughness and to

quantitatively estimate the sidewall scattering loss.
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Fig. 1 (a) SEM image of the configuration of the AFM measurement. The sample shown

was fabricated by regrowth of a l- ,pr m GaAs I 1.5 - p m AlGaAs layer on the etched

ridge waveguide. (b) Schematic illustration-

Fig. 2 Sidewall surface topography of waveguide measured with AFM. The coordinates

are shown in Fig. l.
(a) as-etched sample.
(b) regrown samPle.
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Fig. 3 Power spectral density defined as the square magnitude of the Fourier

transformation of the surface profile.
(a) as-etched samPle.
(b) regrown sample.
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